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Impact

5,824 Post Distribution Monitoring Visits

Cash Based Transfer

- 328 participating voucher shops
- US$ 10.30 per beneficiary each month
- US$ 336 per household each month
- US$ 42.8 million injected into the local economy
- 6 agencies utilized WFP CBT platform

In-kind Food Distribution

- 231 containers
- 31 shipments
- 4,042 MT
- 289 truck loads
- 8,198 MT
- 4,025 MT
- 59 distribution points
- 4,042 MT
- <0.006% losses

Resilience/Livelihood

- 223 Households
- 3 Institutions
- Provided with agriculture assets and training
- 50% women beneficiaries,
  27% women headed households

WFP logistic cluster

The cluster coordinated the approval of 120 requests for movement of humanitarian aid on behalf of 16 organizations

Food Security Assessment

Source: SEFSec 2018 report
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Partnerships

Thank you to our donors